Our Supporters

"Thanks for the opportunity to enhance our presence on POPON.
I very much appreciate the flexibility of your new pages and the ability
to adapt the various aspects to Trion's specific needs in communicating
with our diverse Retail and POP clientele. Being able to target everything
from case studies, to custom manufacturing, to our
popular Literature Library is a big plus."

" BTW, I am really enjoying your website. It is the best one-stop
source of information i have ever found ! "

Tony Kadysewski - Trion Industries - Marketing Communications Manager

Glenn Andrews - Color Clarity - Owner

"We appreciate your help in growing our business!!! We think you do a
great job and offer a needed service."

"POPON is a great way to bring buyers and producers together.
Searching the web for a supplier can take hours. POPON
narrows the search and saves time"

Terry Pausch, MAWD - Director of Marketing and Sales

Ed White - Display Smart, LLC

"I enjoy checking out the site on a regular basis.
Very helpful, informative and loaded with a wealth of value!"

"I began receiving your collateral materials recently and find them
excellent, well designed and useful. A breath of fresh air in an
oft stagnant industry.”
Jamie Bauer - OmniStore Inc - President

"I was just going through the site this morning and I have to say that
it is just awesome. It is so easy to navigate through and find information.
Plus the way you present the companies is really outstanding."

Joel Kirstein-Shopper Marketing

" I found your Linkedin group from POPON! I am researching a
printing company that specializes in POP support. I have extensive
experieince in printing but I need to know more about POP trends and
vocabulary. POPON is very helpful. "

Melanie Kustwin - Midway Displays, Inc.

Michael Huff - Sales Executive
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